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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF PISTON RING PACK OPERATION 

The motion of a ring pack an oil film covering the cylinder liner has been 
considered. In the paper, equations, a numerical method, algorithm of solution and 
results of numerical simulations of this phenomena have been presented. The model 
presented takes into account hydrodynamic, spring and gas forces acting on each ring. 
The cases of motion with full and partial wetting of ring land have been considered. 
The influence of engine rotational speed, ring land curvature, oil viscosity on 
individual rings radial motion and oil film thickness have been analysed. The results of 
the calculations have been presented in graphical form. 

1. Introduction 

Piston rings, principally used to seal the gap between the piston and 
cylinder to prevent loss of combustion gases, are important components in 
internal combustion engines. Studies of piston ring performance have drawn 
attention of many researchers because of their importance in determining the 
mechanical efficiency, wear and fuel economy of an engine [1], [2], [8], [14]. 

To cover a wide range of duties like: sealing, lubrication and heat transfer, 
rings are constructed in packs. The typical pack consists of rings of different 
lip geometry, stiffness and thickness. In recent years, the number of rings in 
ring packs have been generally reduced from 5 to 3 rings [9]. 

This paper presents results of numerical simulation and parametric studies 
on a piston ring pack consisting of a barrel faced upper compression ring, 
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a scraper second compression ring and a twin rail oil control ring used in 
a four-stroke engine. An integrated methodology has been applied which 
takes into account the complex interaction between the ring radial and axial 
motion, gas flow in the inter-ring regions, mixed lubrication at the ring-liner 
interface, oil transport, wear load and oil consumption. 

The piston and ring pack are generally the greatest contributors to engine 
frictional losses. Engine manufacturers are continually looking for im 
provements in power output and efficiency, hence a reduction in piston and 
pack losses is sought [5], [13], [15]. 

The main objective of this investigation is to provide better predictions for 
ring minimum film thickness, friction, power loss, oil consumption due to 
scraping, inter-ring gas dynamics and ring motion. This is achieved by 
numerical investigation. 

2. Technical problems 

To prevent the leakage of the combustion gases through the necessary gap 
between the cylinder liner and piston, rings located in grooves in the piston 
wall are commonly used. To further reduce the friction between the cylinder 
liner and ring lips, a thin layer of oil between them is applied. Periodic motion 
of a piston with rings generates a variable oil film thickness between the 
cylinder liner and ring lips. This is associated with radial hydrodynamic 
forces tending to reduce the diameter of the ring. On the other hand, 
depending on the ring and groove geometry, combustion gases create radial 
gas dynamic forces acting to increase the ring diameter. Due to the variation 
of axial acceleration, rings can move axially inside the grooves, changing the 
contact between the ring's sides and groove. 

Transferring these technical problems into the physical domain means 
that one has to recognise several physical phenomena required in a ring pack 
motion model [6], [7], [11]. 

3. Physical problems 

Many physical phenomena are associated with nng pack operation, 
such as: 
• ring dynamics for axial motion within the grooves to determine flow paths 

for gases, 
• inter-ring gas dynamics for blow-by and blow-back behaviour, 
• mixed lubrication at the ring face-liner conjunction for friction con 

siderations, 
• oil transport for distribution of lubricant along the liner, 
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• liner temperature influence on the oil viscosity and 
• non-Newtonian phenomena associated with shear stresses typical for 

modem synthetic oils, had to be considered. 
A flow of viscous fluid generally exists in a small gap between moving 

surfaces and a flow of gas through a small orifice between two volumes. Each 
ring has a small gap allowing a small variation of the ring diameter due to wear 
and cyclical changes of the oil film thickness. Each ring separates small volumes 
formed by the radial gap between the cylinder and piston and cylinder volume or 
crankshaft volume. These flows are coupled [12]. Pressure of the air or 
combustion gases, depending on the phase of the cycle, generates radial forces on 
the inner ring surfaces that tend to increase the ring diameter. Such a force in 
conjunction with the force due to elasticity of the ring must be in equilibrium with 
the hydrodynamic forces generated in the gap between the cylinder liner and ring 
lip. Gas forces depend on the thermodynamic processes inside the cylinder and 
the phase of the cycle. In contrast, the hydrodynamic forces depend on the oil film 
thickness, gap dimension and piston velocity. It can be assumed that generally gas 
forces are almost independent of the hydrodynamic forces. However, hydro 
dynamic forces strongly depend on the gas forces. 

If the roughness of surfaces is taken into account, in some phase of the 
piston motion the gap between the cylinder liner and the ring lip is so small 
that it is necessary to consider the mixed lubrication problem. 
Typically a great difference exists between the temperature of the upper and 
lower part of the cylinder liner. This means the temperature of the oil film also 
varies along the cylinder liner. Because the oil viscosity strongly depends on 
the oil temperature, liner temperature seems to be a key factor influencing the 
ring operation. 

Modern oils have some non-Newtonian characteristics and typically 
viscosity depends on the local shear rate. As a result, such phenomena had 
also to be taken into account. 

4. Mathematical model 

The physical phenomena discussed above can be presented in the form of 
mathematical relations. 

4.1. Flow of the viscous fluid in the gap between the cylinder liner 
and ring face 

To describe this problem mathematically, it is necessary to make some 
assumptions: 
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1. An axi-syrnmetric approach is used for modelling the ring, with the ring 
back treated as gas dynamically loaded. 

2. We assume that the ring-liner interface is filled with an incompressible 
fluid. 

3. Viscosity of the fluid in the film is constant and is determined by the 
corresponding liner temperature and local shear rate. 

4. The surface of the ring face can be partially or fully flooded. 
With the above assumptions, flow in the gap can be described by the 

Reynolds equation. 
In the case of ideal surfaces of the liner and ring the flow of the viscous 

fluid in the gap described by the Reynolds equation has the following 
mathematical form: 

a (ap 3) Bh Bh - -h =6µu-+12µ- dx ax ax Bt (1) 

where 
h gap height, 
p - pressure, 
u - ring axial velocity, 
t time, 
x - co-ordinate along the gap, 
µ - dynamic viscosity. 

Xwr ,__ _ 
X 

Fig. I. Parameters of the flow in the gap between the ring face 
and the cylinder liner in the case of partial lubrication 
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Conventional hydrodynamic analysis of sealing rings invariably predicts 
very thin oil films comparable to, or less than, typical surface roughness of the 
ring and liner. It is therefore essential to take account of asperity interaction 
and mixed friction. This will be the aim of the second part of this paper. 

4.2. The geometry of the ring lip 

The profile of the sealing ring is described by 

(x - off)2 
h (x) = h min + 2 R for O < x < d (2) 

where h-e« is the minimum gap height, 
d is the ring width, 
R is the ring surface radius, 
off is the distance of hmin from the left ring edge, hitherto called 

offset in this paper. 

z 

X 

Fig. 2. Definition of the ring lip geometry 

One problem is the definition of the profile geometry of the scraper ring. 
Initially manufactured as a linear oblique surface with sharp edges, after 600 
hours of running it is worn out and its shape can be modelled as a parabolic 
with very large radius. 
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4.3. Boundary conditions 

To preserve the solution of the Reynolds equation (1) it is necessary to 
describe the boundary conditions. Several different boundary condition 
formulations exist and after review it was decided that the following set of 
equations describes the physics of this phenomena in the best way. 

The upstream boundary condition states that the hydrodynamic pressure 
is equal to the gas pressure (p gas)-

p (x;) = p gas; (3) 

The downstream boundary condition states that the oil pressure is equal 
the gas pressure (p gas;+ 1) and the pressure gradient is equal to zero, which 
corresponds to the so-called "Reynolds assumption". 

p (X i+l) = p gas;+J;
ćJp
dX =0 (4) 

We assume that the trailing edge of the ring is ventilated in the case of 
partial flooding. 

The hydrodynamic force can be calculated by integration of the 
hydrodynamic pressure distribution as follows: 

.Ti+ 1 

F hydr= f p(x) dx 

4.4. Gas flows 

From pressure variation measurements inside the cylinder during a full 
cycle of a single cylinder in operation, the pressure over the first sealing ring 
is known. In the presented work, variation of the pressure inside the cylinder 
is obtained by numerical simulation of the physical processes taking place 
inside the cylinder during the compression, expansion, exhaust and intake 
phases of a single cycle of operation. The pressure between the first, second 
and third rings can be calculated assuming an isentropic process of expansion 
and compression in the thin volumes between the rings. Taking into account 
the geometry and construction of the two-lip ring, it was assumed that no 
pressure difference exists across that type of ring. Due to the relatively high 
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pressure difference between these volumes, the gas dynamic equation 
including sonic and sub-sonic flows in orifices connecting volumes had to be 
used. It is assumed that gas leakage is limited only to the compensation gap 
between the ends of each ring. 

o =m. 
J J 

f--~I ij I~~;----------< 
V =consi 
1+ 

1111 }+/" ,______ u '-------I 

Fig. 3. Scheme of the gas flow though the ring compensation gap 

In the case of subsonic flow through the ring compensation gap, the flow 
rate can be calculated by the following expression: 

Po A~ 

G = af3A-{Yo -~~ (5) 

where 
p lower pressure, 
Po higher pressure (stagnation pressure), 
T0 stagnation temperature in high pressure area, 
k specific heat ratio, 
R gas constant, 
a/3 flow coefficients (contraction and velocity loss), 
A area of the ring compensation gap. 

In the case where the pressure ratio £... < p •, where p * = 
Po Po Po 

k (~)~ 
applies, and defines the critical flow conditions, another form of equation is 
used. The critical flow rate is described as follows 
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G. = a{3A ~ ✓~ (-2
-) :~: -{To R k+l (6) 

Variation of the pressure inside the volume between rings filled by gas can 
be determined from the energy equation. 

d p k - I N ( kR T; u 7) 
dt=-V-;~a{3p;u;A; k--=-f +2 (7) 

where 
V gas volume between rings, 
p density of the inflowing or outflowing gas, 
u gas velocity. 

The inner gas energy inside each volume is taken as a difference between 
the energy delivered from the volume of higher gas pressure and energy 
transferred to the volume of lower gas pressure. 

4.5. Hydrodynamic, gasdynamic and spring forces 

The local thickness of the gap between the liner and ring can be calculated 
from the force equilibrium conditions in the radial direction. 

The hydrodynamic force acts in the radial direction on the ring, which 
must be compensated by the spring, gas pressure and friction forces in the 
cylinder groove. The inertia force in the radial direction has been neglected 
due to very small values of the radial ring velocity and the resulting small 
inertia forces. 
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Fig. 4. Variation of the gas pressure acting on piston rings as a function of the crankshaft rotation 
( I - compression ring, 2 - scraper ring, 3 - oil ring) 
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Fig. 4 presents the pressure variation between rings, calculated on the 
basis of the cylinder pressure variation due to gas leakage through the ring 
compensation gaps. One can notice the existence of phases of a relatively high 
pressure load on the upper (compression) ring. In some working phases, the 
radial gas force acting to increase the ring diameter is many times greater than 
the natural force from the ring stiffness in the same direction. 

4.6. Friction force 

The viscous friction force acting on the ring can be calculated by the 
following relationship: 

X i+ I 

F(t) = f (~ dp - µ !!_) dx 
x. 2 dx h 

l 

(8) 

4.7. Power loss 

The following relationship calculates the power loss including the power 
loss due to squeeze motion: 

P (t) = U (t) F (l) + Fhydr · V squeeze (9) 

4.8. Oil motion 

The ring lip surface area may be fully or partially wetted depending on the 
oil film thickness, axial ring velocity, gas pressure and ring stiffness. 
Expansion or contraction of the piston ring also has an influence on the wetted 
area of the ring land. 

P,y 

X 

Fig. 5. Variation of the wetted area boundaries due to radial motion of the ring lip 
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The motion of each ring also transports the oil within the oil film. Some 
types of ring scrape and accumulate the oil in front of the ring. When the ring 
diameter is increased, some of the oil is pumped behind the ring. In the areas 
of starved oil flow, the thickness of the oil film becomes constant. In the 
presented model the oil flow is carefully calculated. 

5. Numerical model 

The numerical solution is based on the implicit finite difference scheme. 
The Reynolds equation (1) is discretized to form a set of linear equations 
which have a tri-diagonal matrix form, and can be effectively solved in each 
time step. 

((h '!+ 112)3 + (h '! - u2)3)p '! + (h '! +u2)3 p 'l +1 
------------~---'---------= 

(,,j_x)2 
(10) 

h7+112 - h't-112 12µ h7 - h7-' =6µun ------+ 
,,j_x ,,j_{ 

Ap7-1 +Bp'!+ Cp'!+1 = D (11) 

where 
A = (h '! -112)3, 

B = - [(h't-112)3 + (h'!+112)3], 

C = (h'!+uz)3, 

A general solution of the ring motion problem was obtained in the 
following way. Assuming the gap between the liner and the ring lip is known, 
the vertical velocity (or squeeze velocity) is predicted, the pressure 
distribution is calculated, and the hydrodynamic force estimated and 
compared with the sum of the gas and ring stiffness forces. 

h'! - h'!-1 

V squeeze = --,,j_-{ -- (12) 
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Depending on the difference between the force required and the force 
calculated, a correction of the vertical velocity is prescribed and a new 
calculation performed. These iterations are continued until the desired force 
equilibrium accuracy is reached. 

Fhydr (v squeeze) :::: Fspring + Fgas (13) 

6. Wetted area variation 

In the case of starved lubrication, the main problem is to calculate the 
position of the left and right ends (x Ief't and x right) of the wetted part of the ring 
surface. Taking into account the position of maximum pressure and the 
velocity of the squeeze, the motion of the wetted area boundary is calculated 
from the continuity equation. The oil suppressed by the downward ring 
motion fills the areas in front and behind of the wetted zone. 

In the case of fully flooded lubrication, it is assumed that a part of the oil 
film is accumulated in front of the ring lip or moved away by the ring. 

It is also assumed that on one side of the ring system the cylinder surface is 
in the oil fog area. Due to adsorption the oil film thickness increases with the 
known velocity. On the opposite side of the ring pack, evaporation of the oil 
film is assumed. 

It is also assumed that gas pressure existing on the left or right side of the 
ring acts on the back of the ring, depending on the direction of piston motion. 

The oil cross flow rate through the ring is calculated as 

q - u h (xPmJ V (x ) cross - 2 - squeeze right - X left (14) 

where h (xPmJ - a gap height at the point corresponding to the maximum 
pressure, 

u - axial velocity of the ring, 
V squeeze - squeeze velocity of the ring, 
x left - left boundary of the ring wetted area, 
x right - right boundary of the ring wetted area. 

In the model used, some oil can be accumulated in the gap between the 
liner and ring lip during compression of the ring, and expelled during the ring 
decompression. 

A modular approach is used to simulate the ring pack motion phenome 
non. In this work, only some of these modules were used. 
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Generally, these modules resolve: 
- ring axial dynamics within the grooves, which determine the flow 

paths for the gases, 
- inter-ring gas dynamics for computing blow-by and blow-back, 

mixed lubrication phenomenon at the ring-liner interface, leading to 
estimated friction and power loss, 

- liner oil transport (determination oflubricant availability for each ring and 
liner oil film distribution), 
oil consumption. 
The general properties of this model and computer program have been 

verified by comparison with the results of code currently used by an engine 
manufacturer. 

7. Oil consumption 

The three main mechanisms of oil consumption are attributed to the ring 
pack system. These are: 

oil consumption due to evaporation, 
- oil consumption from throw-off at the top ring due to inertia effects, 
- oil entrained in the gases blowing into the combustion chamber. 

The main problem is to determine the availability of oil for each consumption 
mechanism, and utilise this information to study the factors controlling it. 

The model of oil consumption due to evaporation is based on the oil film 
thickness distribution on the liner and the ring pack motion corresponding to 
the phase when it is exposed to the high temperature combustion chamber gas. 
This happens during the down stroke of the piston, and the amount of oil is 
dependent on the lubrication conditions. 

During the up-stroke, the scraping effect of the top ring is responsible for 
oil accumulation at the leading edge and partial redistribution on the liner. 
A fraction of this oil is discharged into the combustion chamber due to the 
inertia effects at the TDC reversal position. 

During piston motion, some oil in the vicinity of the ring pack gets 
entrained into the flowing gas. This oil is taken from the oil film on the liner, 
oil at the end gap, oil at the leading and trailing edges of the rings and oil 
trapped between the asperities of the groove surfaces. The fraction of oil 
present in the gas-oil mixture flowing into the combustion chamber 
constitutes the consumption due to entrapment. 

The model presented can resolve two types of ring lubrication phenome 
na. The ring surface can be fully or partially flooded, depending on the 
intermittent oi I distribution. The leading edge of each ring face is either fully 
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flooded or the supply of oil for a particular ring is based on the oil film 
thickness formed by the trailing edge of the preceding ring resulting in 
a starved leading edge condition, implying lack of oil accumulation. 

The model presented utilises the oil-fog scheme of oil film renovation. It 
assumes that under the piston an oil fog forms from very small uniformly 
distributed oil droplets. During the up-stroke, part of the liner oil film is 
rebuilt by adhesion of these oil droplets. 

8. Results of calculation 

The code incorporating the presented models has been used for simulating 
the commonly used ring set type consisting of a compression ring, a scraper 
ring and an oil ring. The geometry of the package is presented in Fig. 6. Two 
versions of the ring pack geometry used have been presented. The first 
package has all rings with symmetric lands, the second one uses asymmetric 
compression and scraper rings. Compression rings have number 1, scraper 
rings have number 2 and lips of the oil rings have numbers 3 and 4. 

a) 
3 4 

-~- 

b) 
2 3 4 

Fig. 6. Two considered ring pack geometry versions: a) symmetric ring profiles, 
b) asymmetric ring profiles ( I - compression ring, 2 - scraper ring, 3 - upper lip of the oil ring 
and 4 - lower lip of the oil ring), the continuous line represents the hypothetical oil film surface 
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In both cases, the two upper rings are single lip rings and the lower one is 
a two-lip ring. The shape of the ring land is controlled by two parameters: 
radius of curvature and offset. As a base, a symmetric type of land profile has 
been used. To improve the oil transportation capabilities, asymmetric ring 
land profiles were also considered. 
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Fig. 7. Variation of the mean hydrodynamic pressure generated by each piston ring land as a function 
of the crankshaft rotation ( I - compression ring, 2 - scraper ring, 3 - upper lip of the oil ring 

and 4 - lower lip of the oil ring) 
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Fig. 8. Variation of the hydrodynamic forces generated by each piston ring land as a function 
of the crankshaft rotation ( 1 - compression ring, 2 - scraper ring, 3 - upper lip of the oil ring 

and 4 - lower lip of the oil ring) 
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Fig. 7 presents the mean hydrodynamic pressure and Fig. 8 the 
hydrodynamic force for each ring land necessary for compensating both the 
gas pressure and radial forces resulting from the ring stiffness. The oil ring has 
constant and rather strong spring load in comparison to the compression ring 
which exhibits low stiffness but is strongly influenced by the gas forces. 
Variation of the scraper ring load is similar to the compression ring load but 
the maximum load values are approximately halved. 

Using equation (8), we calculated friction forces for each ring pack as 
functions of the crankshaft rotation. 

The friction force contribution of each ring is presented in Fig. 9. 
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Fig, 9. Variation of the unit tangential forces acting on each piston ring as a function 
of the crankshaft rotation (I - compression ring, 2 - scraper ring, 3 - upper lip of the oil ring 

and 4 - lower lip of the oil ring) 

Total friction power losses can be calculated by the use of equation (9). 
Fig 1 O shows variation of the power losses as a function of the crankshaft 

rotation. 
The oil film thickness can be calculated from the pressure distribution in 

the gap between the ring land and the liner. The results of such calculation are 
presented in Fig 11. 

The top ring has lower minimum film thickness values during the 
expansion stroke due to a higher gas load (groove pressure) compared to other 
portions of the cycle. The second ring has lower minimum film thickness 
value on the down-strokes than the up-strokes due to its scraper face profile. 
In both cases, there is not much difference between the minimum film 
thickness values for the oil ring rails. This can be attributed to the fact that the 
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oil ring is quite insensitive to the low groove pressure acting behind it and it is 
the high installed tension force which causes significant scraping, thereby 
promoting substantial oil accumulation at the leading edges even with 
a relatively low oil supply. As a result, the minimum film thickness behaviour 
for the oil ring shows low sensitivity to oil supply conditions. 
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Fig. I O. Ring power losses as a function of crankshaft rotation 
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Fig. 11. Variation of the ring land-liner distance as a function of the crankshaft rotation 
( l - compression ring, 2 - scraper ring, 3 - oil ring) 
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Fig. 12. Variation of the oil film thickness left by the ring pack

The motion of the ring pack scraping and distributing oil on the cylinder
liner leaves the oil film profile shown in Fig. 12 after a few cycles of
operation. Low oil film thickness near the top dead centre and peaks of
accumulated oil near the leading ring lips can be clearly seen.

By changing the co-ordinate system from the global to the local system of
the ring set, one can calculate the oil flow rate incoming to each ring, scraped
oil accumulated in front of each ring and oil flow rate passing in the gap
between the ring land and cylinder liner.

For each ring, the amount of oil belonging to these groups of flow
parameters can be calculated.
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Fig. 13. Compression ring oil flow rate as a function of crankshaft rotation: q0 oil flow rate entering
the leading edge; q, flow rate of the scraped oil, q, oil flow rate leaving the trailing edge
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In Fig. 13 the oil flow rates corresponding to the first (compression) ring 
are presented. One can clearly see the phases of the ring motion when the ring 
is only partially flooded and slides on the oil film. The oil is scraped during the 
motion towards the top dead centre (0-180 and 360-540 deg) and the ring 
slides during the motion away from top dead centre (180-360 and 540-720 
deg). Negative scraped oil flow rate describes the negative direction of the 
piston motion during down-strokes. 

A set of data similar to Fig. 13 is shown in Fig. 14, corresponding 
to the second (scraper) ring. One can notice a different mode of ring 
operation. This ring scrapes the oil mainly during the downstroke (180-360 
and 540-720 deg). 
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Fig. 14. Scraper ring oil flow rate as a function of crankshaft rotation: qO oil flow rate entering 
the leading edge; q, - flow rate of the scraped oil, ą, - oil flow rate leaving the trailing edge 

Fig 15 includes data for the last two-land (oil) ring. Each of the ring lips 
works in a different way. The oil rings scrape the oil during the motion away 
from TDC. The lower ring lip is more efficient. Only near piston reversal 
points both ring lips work together. 

Of greatest interest is the information about the amount of oil scraped 
by each ring, accumulated in front of it and redistributed along the liner. 
Fig 16 presents the data allowing comparisons between the scraping 
efficiency of the considered ring types. The most important are values 
near the turning points (180, 360, 540, 720). It can be seen that the 
compression ring delivers some oil to the combustion chamber (points 
180 and 540), By contrast, the oil ring scrapes oil into the crankcase 
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(points 360 and 720). The scraper ring only scrapes and redistributes oil 
on the liner. 
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Fig, 15. Two-land oil ring oil flow rate as a function of crankshaft rotation: q0 oil flow rate entering 
the leading edge, ą, - flow rate of the scraped oil, q, - oil flow rate leaving the trailing edge. 

a - upper ring lip, b - lower ring lip 
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Fig. 16. Volume of oil accumulated by each ring as a function of crankshaft rotation 
(I - compression ring, 2 - scraper ring, 3 - upper lip of the oil ring 

and 4 - lower lip of the oil ring) 
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Fig. 17. Oil ejected to the combustion chamber (curve I) or to crankcase (curve 4) 

In Fig 17 it can be seen that the compression ring delivers oil to the 
combustion chamber during the compression phase of the engine cycle and 
that in the same phase the oil ring pumps oil from the gap between ring lip 
3 and 4 (through the special channel) to the crankcase. 

Depending on the oil film thickness, piston velocity and ring stiffness 
causes a variation in the ring land wetted area. Fully flooded ring lands in 
phases of low axial velocity are very often only partially flooded in areas of 
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high axial velocity. In Figs 18, 19 and 20 variations of the wetted area position 
are presented. 
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Fig. 18. Position of wetted area boundaries on the compression ring land 
as a function of crankshaft rotation, x1 , x2 - upper and lower boundaries 
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Fig. 19. Position of wetted area boundaries on scraper ring land as a function 
of crankshaft rotation x1, x, - upper and lower boundaries 
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Fig. 20. Position of wetted area boundaries on oil ring lands as a function of crankshaft rotation 
x1, x2 -upper and lower boundaries of the upper land; x3, x.- upper and lower boundaries of the lower land 

Due to non-uniform oil film thickness on the liner, variable axial velocity 
and variable gas pressure acting on the ring, the wetted ring land area changes 
during the piston motion. In Fig 18, the position of the front and back wetted 
area boundaries on the upper ring (compression ring) are presented as 
functions of the crankshaft rotation. Sliding ring motion and ventilation of the 
divergent part of the gap between the liner and ring land (x2 in phases 0-180 
and 360-540 and x1 in phases 180-360 and 540-720) can be seen in phases 
180-360 and 540-720. 

Fig. 19 presents the variation of wetted area boundaries for the second ring 
(scraper). Due to the different offset used in compression and scraper rings, 
the distribution of the wetted areas are also different. The ring scrapes oil 
towards the crankcase having only a small part of the ring land wetted. 

The two-land oil ring shows a special pattern corresponding to the 
distribution of the wetted area. Depending on the direction of the piston 
motion, only the leading ring land is wetted while on the trailing land oil 
starvation can be observed. 

9. Parametric study

The code described has been used for a parametric study of the influences 
of some parameter variation on the oil film distribution. 
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The height of the liner oil film strongly depends on the radius of the ring 
lip curvature. Rings having a smaller lip radius generate higher hydrodynamic 
force and form a thicker oil film. Generally, this is in conjunction with lower 
shear stress and lower friction losses. 

New rings have a very high curvature radius of the ring lips. Due to the 
free motion of the ring in the piston groove the ring can tilt, and due to wear 
the shape of the ring lip changes, forming a lip with a smaller curvature radius. 
The level of freedom of the ring motion in the groove has a strong influence on 
the ring land curvature after a longer time period. The change in working 
conditions due to wear was simulated by the calculation of the ring pack 
operation for rings having different lip radius values. 
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Fig. 21. Variation of the oil film distribution on the cylinder liner generated by ring packs 
with different ring land curvatures 

In Fig. 21 one can see the influence of the ring land curvature on the 
thickness and distribution of the oil film on the cylinder liner. Rings having 
a lower radius of land curvature form thicker oil films. 

Hydrodynamic forces generated in the gap between liner and ring lip are 
proportional to the ring axial velocity. During a cycle, the axial velocity tends 
to zero near the turning points. In these areas, the oil film thickness is strongly 
reduced, because the only force acting against the gas and ring stiffness forces 
is the hydrodynamic force generated by the squeeze velocity. This means that 
the squeeze velocity should be relatively high. Considering oil film thickness 
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distribution, differences depending on crankshaft rotational speed can be seen 
(Fig. 22). 
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Fig. 22. Variation of the oil film distribution on the cylinder liner generated by the ring pack 
for different rotational velocities of the crankshaft 
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Fig. 24. Comparison of scraping efficiency of the symmetric 
and asymmetric ring lands (see also Fig. 6) 

Oils of different types having generally different viscosities can be 
used for lubrication. Fig. 23 presents a comparison of the oil film 
thickness distribution for three values of the oil viscosity. The use 
of oils having lower viscosities results in a thinner oil film left by 
the ring pack on the cylinder liner. 

Asymmetry of the ring land has a strong influence on the oil film 
thickness, oil transportation along the liner and oil redistribution (Fig. 24). 

10. Conclusions 

Equations, numerical method, and algorithm of solution and results of 
calculation of processes taking place in the gap between the ring land and 
cylinder surface in presence of the gas forces, have been presented in the 
paper. The influence of gas forces (acting on the backsides of the compression 
and scraper rings) on the oil film distribution and on the variation of wetted 
area boundaries for different types of ring ( compression ring, scraper ring and 
oil ring) have been shown. The process of oil redistribution during the sliding 
motion of rings has been shown and analysed. The parametric calculation 
including the variation of ring land curvature radius, oil viscosity values, and 
piston velocity have been performed. 

The computational code in the form presented can deliver a great deal of 
interesting information about the operation of the piston ring system, which 
would otherwise be unobtainable. Investigation of the influence of the ring 
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land shape on the formation of the oil film and oil transportation seems to be 
the one of fields of activity. The lack of reliable data concerning the ring land 
profile shape is the main problem in wider use of the code. 

The possibilities of calculation of the mix-lubrication phenomenon will 
be included in the next version of the program. 

The analysis of a mix-lubrication phenomena, the influence of tem 
perature variation and shear stress on the oil viscosity and oil film thickness 
will be the subject of the second part of the paper. 

Manuscript received by Editorial Board, August 28, 2003; 
final version, October 17, 2003 
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Numeryczna symulacja pracy pakietu pierścieni tłokowych

Streszczenie

W pracy przedstawiono model ruchu zestawu pierścieni tłokowych przemieszczających się po
filmie olejowym. W modelu uwzględniono siły hydrodynamiczne i siły sprężystości pierścieni, jak
też siły gazowe działające na poszczególne pierścienie. Analizowano ruch pierścieni przy ich
pełnym i częściowym zwilżeniu. Pokazano wpływ prędkości obrotowej silnika, profilu pierścieni,
lepkości oleju na promieniowe ruchy poszczególnych pierścieni i grubość pozostałego filmu
olejowego. Wyniki obliczeń przedstawiono w formie wykresów.


